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Abstract

To enhance efficiency of gas turbines, new thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) must be designed which improve upon the thermal stability limit of 7 wt% yttria stabilized zirconia (7YSZ), ~1200 °C. This tenant has led to the development of new TBC materials and microstructures capable of improved high temperature performance. This study focused on increasing the erosion durability of cubic zirconia based TBCs, traditionally less durable than the metastable t’ zirconia based TBCs. Composite TBC microstructures composed of a low thermal conductivity/high temperature stable cubic Low-k matrix phase and a durable t’ Low-k secondary phase were deposited via APS. Monolithic coatings composed of cubic Low-k and t’ Low-k were also deposited, in addition to a 7YSZ benchmark. The thermal conductivity and erosion durability were then measured and it was found that both of the Low-k materials have significantly reduced thermal conductivities, with monolithic t’ Low-k and cubic Low-k improving upon 7YSZ by ~13 and ~25%, respectively. The 40 wt% t’ Low-k composite (40 wt% t’ Low-k – 60 wt% cubic Low-k) showed a ~22% reduction in thermal conductivity over 7YSZ, indicating even at high levels, the t’ Low-k secondary phase had a minimal impact on thermal in the composite coating. It was observed that a mere 20 wt% t’ Low-k phase addition can reduce the erosion of a cubic Low-k matrix phase composite coating by over 37%. Various mixing rules were then investigated to assess this non-linear composite behavior and suggestions were made to further improve erosion durability.
1.0 Introduction

As the demand continues for increased turbine inlet temperatures for gas turbine engines, so does the demand on the thermal barrier coating (TBC) system used to protect the engine components. Current state of the art 7 wt% yttria stabilized zirconia (7YSZ) based TBCs have reached their thermal stability limit of ~1200 °C. Operating at temperatures beyond 1200 °C for prolonged periods of time will cause the metastable t’ phase to decompose into equilibrium cubic and tetragonal phases, the latter of which undergoes a phase change to monoclinic upon cooling. This phase change is accompanied by a large volumetric expansion of ~5 percent or more which causes high stresses and eventually, spallation of the coating. Additionally, bond coat and substrate materials have nearly reached their peak operating temperatures which itself can cause spallation (Ref. 1), and so to maintain bond coat/substrate temperatures, the thermal conductivity of next generation high temperature TBCs must be reduced.

The TBC literature has investigated a variety of new TBC materials (Refs. 2 to 11) including aluminates, perovskites, rare earth (RE) modified “co-doped” zirconia and the rare earth pyrochlores, as well as microstructural design architecture advancements (Refs. 12 to 16). The majority of recent research has focused on the rare earth modified zirconias and rare earth pyrochlores. Co-doped YSZ utilizes multiple rare earths to stabilize the tetragonal phase. The heavier rare earths efficiently scatter phonons while certain combinations have been shown to create immobile defect clusters (Refs. 7 and 8) which have the additional benefit of reduced sintering rates. The thermal phase stability limits of rare earth modified YSZ materials have not been evaluated to the same degree as 7YSZ, but they presumably have slightly higher temperature thresholds. This is a product of the diffusion controlled nature of the equilibrium transformation in which the defect clusters reduce diffusion and thus increase stability. However, there is no detailed published data on this matter. Rare earth pyrochlores based on zirconia have gained attention in the past few years due to their high thermal stability (Refs. 3 and 4), calcium-magnesium-alumino-silicate resistance (CMAS) (Refs. 17 and 19), and very low thermal conductivities (Refs. 4 to 6). The RE$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$ pyrochlores possess a defect fluorite crystal structure wherein the cation site is ordered with a RE replacing the Zr on every other site. Ordered oxygen vacancies are also present on the 8a Wyckoff position. The large number of oxygen vacancies, combined with the large difference in both mass and radius between the cation species yields very low thermal conductivities. With Gd$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$ stable in the pyrochlore phase through 1550 °C and La$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$ stable up to 2300 °C, these materials present attractive alternatives to 7YSZ. Unfortunately, high dopant cubic low-k and pyrochlore zirconate thermal barrier coatings suffer from high erosion rates and short thermal cyclic lives due to their inherently low fracture toughness, resulting in poor overall durability. Thermal cyclic life is important to the coating lifetime estimation, while high erosion rates preclude consideration of TBCs as prime reliant systems. To improve TBC durability, the thermal cycling behavior, erosion behavior, and other factors effecting durability such as CMAS resistance, must all be understood. The thermal cyclic durability of t’ and cubic low-k as well as pyrochlore TBCs (with or without YSZ layers) has been extensively studied and reported in the literature (Refs. 20 to 22) and therefore the effects of the rare earth dopants on thermal cyclic life is generally well understood. Additionally, much work has been done to understand the interaction of CMAS with high rare earth containing coatings and the resultant coating properties (Refs. 17 to 19 and 23). However, the effect of rare earth dopants on the erosion aspect of durability has not been heavily investigated in the literature. This study aims to investigate these effects.

Clearly, there is no substitute material which exhibits all the necessary properties: low thermal conductivity, high temperature stability beyond 1500 °C, and high durability. Rather than develop another class of materials, a different approach is to combine the beneficial aspects of two separate materials into one composite. With this in mind, air plasma spray (APS) composite coatings have been deposited using a low thermal conductivity/high thermal stability ‘cubic Low-k’ matrix phase (ZrO$_2$: 6Y$_2$O$_3$ – 2Gd$_2$O$_3$ – 2Yb$_2$O$_3$ {mol %}) and a t’ Low-k toughening secondary phase (ZrO$_2$: 2Y$_2$O$_3$ – 1Gd$_2$O$_3$ – 1Yb$_2$O {mol %}). The erosion and thermal conductivity of these composites were then determined and compared to a 7YSZ baseline.
2.0 Experimental Procedure

Powders were provided by Oerlikon Metco and mixed according to the weight fractions listed in Table 1. HVOF NiCoCrAlY (Oerlikon Metco–A386-2) bond coatings were sprayed onto 2.54 cm diameter by 0.32 cm thick buttons composed of René N5 and Mar-M-247. René N5 substrates were used for thermal conductivity testing as they are most reflective of the engine component and perform slightly better in the oxidative environment. Mar-M-247 were used for the remaining testing and characterization as they are lower cost substrates and have no change on the resulting TBC microstructure. Three topcoat powders were used in this study; a high thermal stability/low durability rare earth modified cubic zirconia (herein referred to as cubic Low-k), a lower thermal stability/high durability rare earth modified t’ zirconia (herein referred to as t’ Low-k), and a baseline 7 wt% ytria stabilized zirconia (7YSZ). Coatings were deposited with each of the three single phase powders and multiphase composite coatings were deposited with the three t’ Low-k and cubic Low-k powder mixtures given in Table 1 for a total of six separate TBCs. Thin (~25 µm) layers of YSZ were sprayed prior to the deposition of the composites to prevent reaction between the Al2O3 TGO and higher rare earth containing cubic phase material. Though this composition may not have sufficient rare earth to react with the TGO, analogous coatings composed of pyrochlore materials would react and so a barrier layer was used to enable future comparisons of identical systems. The coatings were sprayed using a TriplexPro210 torch operating at 400 Amps and 45 NLPM of Ar/H2 for a power of 45 kW. The standoff distance was 0.203 m and feed rates were 150 g/min.

Coatings were characterized via scanning electron microscopy (SEM – FEI Quanta 200 ESEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD – PANalytical Empyrean) in the as-deposited state and after heat treatment in air in a box furnace at 1100 °C for 20 hr. For SEM, cross sections were mounted in epoxy and polished down to a final 45 nm colloidal silica step and subsequently gold sputtered to prevent charging. Jade 2010 software was used to perform XRD pattern analysis and whole pattern fitting. The pattern fits used JPDF 01-078-4083 for cubic Low-k and 01-070-4427 for t’ Low-k. Thermal conductivity testing was performed at NASA Glenn Research Center using their high heat flux CO2 gas laser system (Ref. 24). Briefly, the surface of the sample was heated to a preset temperature of ~1360 °C while backside cooled to ~1000 °C to maintain a gradient through the sample. Pyrometers measured surface temperatures while a reflectometer measured reflected power (loss). The measured thermal gradient and calculated heat through the sample were used in conjunction with bond coat and substrate thermal conductivities and thickness values to determine the thermal gradient through the coating. This enabled calculation of the coating thermal conductivity. Erosion testing was performed at The Pennsylvania State University using a custom erosion system, described in detail elsewhere (Ref. 25). In this case, 50 µm alumina media was accelerated to 100 m/s towards the sample surface. Erodent feed rate was 100 g/min with sample masses measured after various amounts of total erodent exposure. Steady-state erosion rates were taken to be the linear slopes observed in the coating mass loss versus mass erodent exposure, typically the last four to five data points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Thickness, µm</th>
<th>Porosity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YSZ</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>286±17</td>
<td>16%±2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>t’ Low-k</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>382±15</td>
<td>18%±1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50 t’ – 50 c</td>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>304±16</td>
<td>20%±1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40 t’ – 60 c</td>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>301±17</td>
<td>19%±2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20 t’ – 80 c</td>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>281±17</td>
<td>19%±1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>cubic Low-k</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>297±16</td>
<td>18%±1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.0 Results and Discussion

3.1 As-Deposited Microstructure and Phase Composition

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) micrographs of the as-deposited single phase coatings are presented in Figure 1(a) to (d) with corresponding coating thickness and porosity values given in Table 1. Porosity is consistent through each of the coatings and is ~16 to 18 percent via image analysis (GIMP 2). The microstructures show a splat like lamellar morphology, typical of APS coatings, and with no vertical segmentation cracks. A representative higher magnification view of the t' Low-k monolithic coating is provided in Figure 1(d) which shows the significant microcracking present in these as-deposited coatings. Microcracks are beneficial in reducing the overall thermal conduction of the system and can provide strain relief during thermal cycling. However, from an erosion perspective, they can serve as stress concentrators and induce cracking and crack coalescence in the material, resulting in higher rates of erosion. It is worth noting that these microcracks are apparent in each of the three monolithic coatings.

![Figure 1](image_url)

Figure 1.—SEM micrographs of the as-deposited monolithic coating polished cross sections composed of (a) 7YSZ, (b) t' Low-k, (c) and cubic Low-k showing similar porosities and morphologies. A higher magnification view of the t' Low-k coating is shown in (d) where we can see significant microcracking throughout.
SEM micrographs of composite coatings composed of 20, 40, and 50 (wt%) t’ Low-k phase are shown in Figure 2(a) to (d). These composite coatings also show the standard lamellar microstructure exhibiting consistent porosity values similar to those of the parent single phase coatings, 16 to 18%. In Figure 2(a) to (d), the dark contrast of the t’ Low-k phase appears uniformly distributed throughout the coatings indicating good mixing and a homogeneous distribution, both vertically and laterally. Homogenous mixing is crucial to ensuring the observed behaviors are a result of the mixing ratios and not local differences in microstructure and phase due to deposition process variability. The consistency of microstructural features among these coatings is therefore important, as it enables direct comparison of their properties as a function of phase fraction. Figure 2(d) shows a high magnification view of the 20% t’ Low-k composite coating, where we can see significant microcracking in the bright cubic Low-k phase, but minimal cracking in the darker t’ Low-k phase. This suggests some stress modification is occurring in the material, as the t’ Low-k monolithic phase showed extensive microcracking, and thus the lack of cracking cannot purely be attributed to it being a tougher phase.

![Figure 2. SEM micrographs of the as-deposited composite coatings composed of (a) 20 wt%, (b) 40 wt%, (c) and 50 wt% t’ Low-k phase showing similar porosities and morphologies. A higher magnification view of the 20 wt% t’ Low-k coating is shown in (d) where we can see significant microcracking in the bright cubic phase, while the t’ phase has a significantly lower crack density, suggesting modifications of the stress fields have occurred as the t’ Low-k monolithic coating did exhibit microcracking.](image-url)
The x-ray diffraction patterns for these coatings are presented in Figure 3(a) and (b), with the full patterns provided in Figure 3(a) and the (400)/(004) peak regions are shown in Figure 3(b). There is a trend of reducing cubic intensity and increasing tetragonal peak intensity with increasing t’ Low-k additions. The cubic Low-k and t’ Low-k single phase coatings show the appropriate cubic and tetragonal symmetries, with the t’ Low-k coating having a nearly identical lattice parameter to YSZ (Table 2). Whole pattern fits were obtained for these coatings with the resultant lattice parameter and phase fractions (wt%) provided in Table 2. The composite coatings show a mixture of t’ and cubic phases which match fairly well with the intended mixture ratios.

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3.—XRD patterns of Matrix 1–6 with (a) showing the full patterns which show minimal preferred orientation and (b) the (004)/(400) region in which we can see the reduction in the cubic phase signal with concomitant increase in the t’ signal as we add t’ Low-k to the composite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coating</th>
<th>wt% t’ phase (Pre heat treat)</th>
<th>wt% cubic phase (Pre heat treat)</th>
<th>wt% t’ phase (Post heat treat)</th>
<th>wt% cubic phase (Post heat treat)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YSZ</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’ Low-k</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 t’ – 50 c</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 t’ – 60 c</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 t’ – 80 c</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic Low-k</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivities of the samples are plotted in Figure 4. The darker shade represents the as-deposited thermal conductivity value while the lighter shade represents thermal conductivity after 10 hr of testing. Of the monolithic coatings, the YSZ sample had the highest initial (1.05 W/m*K) and final (1.40 W/m*K) thermal conductivities while the cubic low-k sample had the lowest initial (0.79 W/m*K) and final (0.91 W/m*K) thermal conductivities. The t’ Low-k sample exhibited initial (0.87 W/m*K) and final (1.02 W/m*K) thermal conductivities between that of cubic low-k and YSZ. This behavior is expected due to the heavier rare earths present in the t’ Low-k and cubic Low-k materials (compared to Y) which have a higher mass contrast with Zr and thus enhanced phonon scattering. In the cubic Low-k, the higher overall rare earth content results in a higher concentration of charge compensating oxygen vacancies which further inhibits phonon transport. The increase in thermal conductivity for both cubic Low-k (~12%) and t’ Low-k (~15%) materials is significantly lower than that of YSZ (~35%). The increase in thermal conductivity is typically attributed to sintering, however phenomena such as delamination, phase change, and compositional change can also play an important role. Delamination or cracking often leads low thermal conductivity values due to lack of heat transport through the crack or delamination. In our case, no delaminations were witnessed for these samples due in part to the low interface temperatures of ~1000 °C. It should be noted that the YSZ sample surface temperature was slightly higher than the other samples at ~1400 °C which could have slightly inflated the increase in thermal conductivity with respect to the other samples. Thermal conductivity values for the composite coatings increase as t’ content increases with values of 0.80, 0.82, and 0.82 W/m*K at 20, 40, and 50% t’ phase. The lack of change between the 40 and 50% t’ Low-k composites is due to the small change 10% change in weight fraction corresponding to a small change in thermal conductivity, i.e., the thermal conductivity difference between cubic and t’ Low-k is only 0.08 W/m*K so a 10% change is only 0.008 W/m*K. This, combined with the inherent uncertainty in the measurement due to thickness and experimental error make resolution difficult at these levels. The rate of thermal conductivity increase also increases with t’ Low-k content in the composite coatings, however it appears that small additions of t’ secondary phase have reduced the rate compared to pure cubic phase coatings. This could be an effect of slight differences in splat boundary behavior. Overall, the composite coatings provide beneficial reductions in thermal conductivity, with values favoring the cubic Low-k matrix phase even at high amounts of t’ Low-k secondary phase, all while minimizing increase in thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity and rate of thermal conductivity increase of the composites are both significantly lower than a standard 7YSZ benchmark.
TABLE 3.—EROSION RATES FOR COATINGS IN THE AS-DEPOSITED STATE AND AFTER HEAT TREATMENT AT 1100 °C FOR 20 HR

[Percentage reductions from the as-deposited to post heat treatment are given in the last column.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coating</th>
<th>As deposited erosion rate (g/kg*10^{-1})</th>
<th>Post heat treat erosion rate (g/kg*10^{-1})</th>
<th>Percent reduction in erosion rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YSZ</td>
<td>1.357</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t' Low-k</td>
<td>1.431</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 t’ – 50 c</td>
<td>3.057</td>
<td>1.962</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 t’ – 60 c</td>
<td>3.987</td>
<td>2.235</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 t’ – 80 c</td>
<td>4.579</td>
<td>3.228</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic Low-k</td>
<td>6.481</td>
<td>4.435</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 As-Deposited Erosion Behavior

The steady state erosion rates for these coatings were calculated from the slope of the linear portion of coating mass loss versus mass erodent exposure graphs which were typically the last four to five data points, and these results are presented in Table 3. Initial data points include surface contributions such as roughness, and though valuable in some cases, do not represent a steady erosion rate and were not included in this study. Table 3 contains erosion data for both the as-deposited state as well as after heat treatment at 1100 °C for 20 hr. It is often overlooked that the mass loss does not always truly represent how fast a coating is being degraded, i.e., a material with a higher theoretical density may have the same mass loss rate as a lighter material, yet its volume loss rate is significantly lower. Therefore, in cases where the bulk density of the materials or porosity of the coatings being compared is significantly different, then comparing mass loss rates may be an improper assessment, and thus the data must be normalized. In the current study, the porosity is similar in each of the coatings and the cubic and tetragonal phases have similar bulk densities (~6.1 vs. ~6.00 g/cc, respectively) that the mass loss rate may be used as a sufficient comparison. From Table 3, the erosion rates of YSZ and t’ Low-k are within 5% of each other and are significantly lower than cubic Low-k. As expected, additions of the t’ phase in the composite coatings reduce the erosion rate with respect to the cubic matrix. However, the relationship is not linear; at 50 wt% t’ phase content, the erosion rate is well below 50% of the difference between cubic Low-k and t’ Low-k erosion rates. The same behavior is also observed for the 20% and 40% t’ containing composites.

To better understand the effects of the t’ additions, we can borrow from composite literature and apply various mixing rules (Ref. 26 to 28). Figure 5 depicts the upper (Fig. 5(a)) and lower (Fig. 5(b)) boundary behavior with a simplified laminar composite composed of one layer of material-a sandwiched between two layers of material-b. The upper boundary for mixing behavior is described by parallel or linear mixing where the stress is aligned in the plane of the lamellae. Assuming good bonding between the layers (εa = εb), then we can apply Hooke’s law and a force balance to arrive at Equation (1) for linear mixing:

\[ E = E_a f_a + E_b f_b \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( E \) is the modulus of the composite, \( E_a \) and \( E_b \) are the modulus of material-a and material-b, and \( f_a \) and \( f_b \) are the volume fraction of material-a and material-b, respectively. In Figure 5(b) we see the case for the lower boundary mixing in which case the stresses are equal in both materials (\( \sigma_a = \sigma_b \)). Using the same parameters, the lower boundary is therefore described by series mixing (Eq. (2)):

\[ E^{-1} = \frac{f_a}{E_a} + \frac{f_b}{E_b} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)
Figure 5.—Schematic showing (a) parallel behavior where the tensile stress is aligned along the plane of the composite layers and strains are assumed equivalent in both materials and (b) stress is normal to the composite layers and stresses are assumed equivalent in both materials. The parallel case allows for a high modulus phase to withstand a larger degree of the force, and thus toughen the material.

Often, real composites are a function of both types of behavior and so are described by logarithmic equations (Eq. (3)):

$$E = e^{fa \ln E_a + b \ln E_b}$$

(3)

The last function investigated is the Halpin-Tsai mixing rule which utilizes a fitting parameter ($\xi$) that can describe the degree of parallel or series behavior. When the value of $\xi = 0$, the Halpin-Tsai equation simplifies to the series rule and when the value of $\xi = \infty$ (or a large number), the Halpin-Tsai equation simplifies to the parallel rules. The general rule is given below (Eq. (4)):

$$E = \frac{(1 + \xi \eta f_a)}{(1 - \eta f_a)} E_b \quad \text{where} \quad \eta = \frac{(E_a - E_b)}{E_a + \xi E_b}$$

(4)

These mixing rules relate the modulus of the composite to the modulus of the individual phases, however, we are most interested in understanding the erosion behavior of our material. Unfortunately, there is no strict mechanics based formulae in which we can arrive at Equations (1) to (4) in terms of erosion rates. However, using a few assumptions we can relate the erosion rate to these equations. From Aquaro and Fontani (Ref. 29), elastic theory shows that the volume ($V$) of material removed (i.e., the erosion rate) during erosion of brittle ceramics is inversely proportional to $K_{Ic}$, as shown below (Eq. (5)):

$$V \propto w_p^{21/10} R_p^{11/3} \rho_p^{21/20} K_{Ic,t}^{-4/3} H_t^{-3/4}$$

(5)
where \( w_p \) is the velocity of the particle, \( R_p \) is the radius of the particle, \( \rho_p \) is the density of the particle, \( K_{IC,t} \) is the fracture toughness of the target (coating), and \( H_t \) is the hardness of the target (coating). The stress intensity factor, \( K_t \), is a description of the stress state at the crack tip. \( K_c \) is the critical stress intensity required to propagate a crack and is frequently used in fracture mechanics to describe the toughness of a material. For a Penny-shaped crack in an infinite domain, Equation (6) for mode I stress intensity holds:

\[
K_I = 2\sigma \sqrt{\pi a} \tag{6}
\]

where \( \sigma \) is the stress and \( (a) \) is the crack radius. Rearranging and substituting \( K_{IC,c} \) yields an equation for a critical stress, \( \sigma_{crit} \), beyond which a mode I crack will propagate in a material:

\[
\sigma_{crit} = K_{IC,c} \left( \frac{\pi}{2a} \right) \tag{7}
\]

Equations (6) and (7) can then be substituted into the \( K_{IC,c} \) term in Equation (5) and rearrange to yield a proportionality for stress relating to volume loss (Eq. (8)):

\[
\sigma_{crit} \propto \frac{\pi}{\sqrt[4]{4d}} \tag{8}
\]

where volume loss, and therefore erosion rate, is inversely proportional to the stress. Through Hooke’s law, Equations (1) to (4) are valid in terms of stress, and therefore can be written in terms of the inverse erosion rate. There would of course be a proportionality constant which would incorporate impingement angle, velocity, hardness, mass, etc., however this is outside the scope of this study where the primary concern is the applicability of the mixing laws to erosion rates. In this manner, we can then link the inverse erosion rates to the mixing equations. Using this relation, Figure 6 plots the as-deposited inverse erosion rates for each coating along with the predicted profiles using Equations (1) to (4). The y-axis then corresponds to increasing toughness values (lower erosion rates). Comparing the data to the various mixing equations enables a better understanding of how compositional changes affect composite behavior.

![Figure 6](file.png)

Figure 6.—The inverse steady state erosion rates of the composite coatings in the as-deposited state as a function of the wt% cubic phase, along with plots for parallel, log, Halpin-Tsai and Series mixing rules. The inverse of the steady state erosion rate is used, as this value is proportional to (increases with) the toughness of the coating, which can be related to the stresses and therefore the mixing equations.
for APS coatings. It is immediately apparent that the data is near the series boundary, indicating series mixing behavior. Since series behavior indicates the two phases experience roughly equal impact stresses, this suggests minimal toughening effects. A good Halpin-Tsai fit was obtained for $\xi = 0.5$, further indicating numerically the degree of series behavior as $\xi = 0$ simplifies to series. From Figure 6, for any fraction of cubic phase the inverse erosion rate (toughness) is higher in the parallel case and thus ideal behavior is characterized by parallel mixing. This is attributed to the parallel case allowing for unequal stresses to be present in the two phases, and so the phase with the higher toughness, and therefore larger $\sigma_c$, could in theory carry more of the load. The composites do exhibit some parallel behavior since they are inside the series boundary; however, there is significant room for improvement. As the mixing behavior is generally dictated by the alignment of the stresses and the composite phases, modifications could be made to better align the stress with the microstructure to enable parallel type behavior. This will be discussed in further detail in section 3.5.

### 3.4 Post Heat Behavior

To determine the effects of elevated temperature on erosion performance, these coatings were isothermally heat treated to 1100 °C for a period of 20 hr. Though higher temperatures would perhaps be more representative of engine operating conditions and are indeed the goal of these coatings, a slightly lower temperature was used due to the isothermal nature of the heat treatment and the need to maintain bond coat/substrate integrity. X-ray diffraction showed effectively no phase fraction changes from the as-deposited conditions suggesting minimal destabilization or interaction in the region probed. Though the cubic Low-k phase has a higher rare earth content, the resulting concentration gradient is not sufficient to yield significant interdiffusion at these temperatures. Additionally, the time at this temperature is not sufficient to destabilize the t' phase. Overall, this results in minimal changes in phase fractions. The erosion rates provided in Table 3 are significantly lower for the heat treated coatings. This is attributed to the annealing of microcracks and splat boundaries resulting in sintering and densification and thus improved toughness, as has been observed by others (Ref. 30). The inverse erosion rates for the heat treated coatings are presented in Figure 7 using Equations (1) to (4). As toughness values have likely increased due to sintering of flaws and defects, so have the inverse erosion rates, with the experimental data just inside the series boundary. Figure 7 confirms excellent agreement with the Halpin-Tsai equation when $\xi = 0.5$. It appears that while the heat treatment reduced the erosion rates, the erosive mechanism
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*Figure 7.—The inverse steady state erosion rates of the composite coatings after heat treatment at 1100 °C for 20 hr as a function of the wt% cubic phase, along with plots for parallel, log, Halpin-Tsai and Series mixing rules. The inverse of the steady state erosion rate is used, as this value is proportional to (increases with) the toughness of the coating, which can be related to the stresses and therefore the mixing equations.*
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and behavior have remained unchanged for the APS composite coatings. This is supported by Figure 8 which shows no change in the 50% $t'$ Low-k coating morphology; aside from sintering effects such as annealing microcracks, the heat treatment did not drastically change the microstructure (i.e., grain size and morphology) and so the overall behavior remained similar for the composite TBCs. Notably, the percent reduction in erosion rate does not correlate with the percent increase in thermal conductivity, even though both are typically attributed to sintering. In Table 3 and Figure 4, the $t'$ Low-k has the largest drop in erosion rate yet has a relatively small increase in thermal conductivity. On the other hand, YSZ has a large increase in thermal conductivity, there is a smaller change in the heat treated erosion suggesting sintering is not as drastic as $t'$ Low-k. There could be several factors for this behavior. First, the contributions of microcracks and splat boundaries are different between erosion and thermal conductivity. For thermal conductivity, the splats are primarily aligned horizontally and are thus the major contributor to the reduction in heat transport. The microcracks however, are not primarily horizontally aligned and are therefore not as effective in reducing thermal conduction, and thus not a large contributor to thermal conduction. In comparison, during erosion, the particle impact causes a stress wave that propagates in all directions from the center of the impact. Therefore, microcracks aligned in any direction could potentially cause increases in local stress intensity depending on the impact and stress wave direction, i.e., as long as the impact occurs in the right location, the stress wave could be perpendicular to the crack. This is in contrast to thermal conductivity, where only the horizontal aspect of microcracks has an impact on performance. As a result, microcrack features have a larger contribution to the erosion performance as they have an effect on stress intensity regardless of orientation/alignment and can easily “link-up” to create large cracks or connect splat boundaries resulting in increased erosion. The degree of microcracking is difficult to quantify and could have varied between these coatings resulting in unexpected degrees of change in erosion rate. Additionally, the heat treat performed prior to erosion was at 1100 °C while the thermal conductivity was a ~1360 °C gradient test. It is clear the effect of a heat treatment and densification may therefore be different between the two tests, but is well outside the scope of this effort. The most important takeaway however, is that regardless of testing method the composite behavior remains intact after heat treatment. This is vital for ensuring erosion durability of coatings which will experience long durations at elevated temperature.
3.5 Improvement of Phase Mixing and Non Ideal Behavior

Initial results in Table 3 show some benefit beyond simple linear trends in erosion rate yet composite mixture rules indicated much more benefit could be derived. It is clear that parallel mixing behavior is ideal, both fundamentally due to the ability to promote unequal stresses (Fig. 5) as well as hypothetically, where the mixture rules suggest higher toughness (inverse erosion rate) for the parallel case (Figs. 6 and 7). Therefore, to maximize the benefit of the t’ phase on coating performance, the t’ phase must be properly aligned with the stresses. Though the stress fields cannot be controlled, the microstructure can. Thus, it is ideal to align the microstructure as favorably as possible with the impact stresses. The stress fields under a spherical elastic contact have been described by Fischer-Cripps using cylindrical polar coordinates due to the symmetrical nature of the contact (Ref. 31). From their plots of principle stress ($\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_3$) contours and trajectories, a compressive stress field is observed to emanate from beneath the contact in a direction normal to the contact (Fig. 5.4.3 in Ref. 31). Meanwhile, a tensile field initiates just outside the contact area and radiates outward. This tensile field is responsible for the typical Hertzian cone behavior in ceramics and is largest in magnitude near the surface of the contact. Since tensile stresses are the primary driving force for cracking, the trajectory of the largest tensile stresses are particularly important, i.e., those near the surface. The directionality of those stresses is shown in the trajectory plots and it is observed that the tensile forces near the surface are acting effectively in-plane, parallel to the surface. As previously discussed, the ideal composite behavior is when the stresses are aligned parallel to the individual composite layers. Thus, it is crucial that the splat lamellae (layers) are aligned parallel to the surface in order to maximize toughening.

Two other important factors to consider are related to the non ideal nature of mixing laws relating to real materials: flawed microstructure and non uniaxial loading. In the parallel behavior, the mixing laws assume perfect bonding between the two materials or phases, thus enabling the strains to be equivalent. In a real material, perfect bonding is rarely the case. This is especially true for a highly defective APS coating which contains significant inter-lamellar porosity, regions of poorly bonded particles and interfaces, microcracking, and general porosity throughout. These flaws function as stress concentrators and immediate crack pathways, and importantly for mixing, poorly bonded regions. The stress concentrators can cause higher stresses to occur in the lower toughness cubic Low-k phase of the composite coating and thus reduce the effectiveness of the toughening t’ Low-k phase. Even in the ideal case of stresses aligning parallel to the lamellae, if the two phases are poorly bonded the weaker phase may not be shielded from the stresses well enough, resulting in failure. Thus, even if the microstructure is properly aligned with the stresses, the flaws inherent to the APS microstructure may diminish the toughening effects. Additionally, the second important factor is the assumed uniaxial loading used in composite mixture rules versus the non-ideal shear stresses imparted by particles. This issue is compounded when considering the flawed nature of these coatings and that the already weak splat boundaries could be further weakened or even fractured by shear stresses. These contributions are not incorporated in the simple mixture rules but are extremely relevant in real materials, particularly in defective APS coatings.

4.0 Conclusions

To function at operating temperatures higher than currently achieved, future TBCs must possess lower thermal conductivities while maintaining thermochemical stability, and improved overall durability (i.e., erosion durability and thermal cyclic life). No current material satisfies all of these criteria, for example, the rare earth pyrochlores exhibit the required thermal properties but lack the necessary mechanical properties for high overall durability. This work suggests that composite t’ and cubic Low-k coatings have the potential to improve TBC performance by utilizing a toughening t’ Low-k phase to impart erosion durability to an otherwise thermally stable, low conductivity cubic Low-k matrix phase. It has been shown that the thermal conductivities of these t’ Low-k/cubic Low-k composite coatings are significantly lower than 7YSZ while maintaining comparable porosity and morphology. It was also
observed that additions of t’ Low-k secondary phases can improve the erosion durability of a cubic Low-k coating in a non-linear fashion. A 20% addition of t’ Low-k phase decreased the erosion rate by more than 37% of the difference between t’ Low-k and cubic Low-k. Composite mixing rules have suggested there is even more room for improvement and that increased benefit can be derived from tailored microstructures of composite TBCs.

Though parallel mixing provides a fundamental limit to the benefits of the secondary phase, the practical benefits in real materials are limited by flaws and defects combined with the directionality of the impact stress fields. Future work could focus on achieving these practical limits via microstructural modifications to maximize the toughening effect of secondary phases when experiencing particle impacts by promoting lamellar that are primarily aligned planar to the surface. By maximizing the effect of the secondary phase, the volume fraction (and therefore any deleterious behavior) can be minimized. Also, though this work utilized a toughening t’ Low-k phase which may be unstable at elevated temperatures (>1400 °C) for prolonged periods, it lays the groundwork for future studies with other secondary phases which are thermally stable in this temperature range. In the practical case, the secondary phase must have high overall durability and thermal stability but does not necessarily need low thermal conductivity as the matrix phase provides the bulk of the thermal insulation. This opens up a variety of materials not traditionally considered for TBC applications. Additionally, future work will focus on investigating the thermal cyclic lives to gain a better picture of the overall durability of these coatings.
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